
a small-grain cereal ⼩⽶
a long weapon with a pointed end ⽭
a large piece of metal that is used for protection 盾
to make something look more attractive 裝飾
a type of small deer 羚⽺
to keep someone safe from injury 保護
to make something bigger by filling it with air ⿎起
the upper front part of your body 胸膛
to study carefully 細查
nervous and worried 焦急的
in front 在前⾯
to bend your legs under you and lean forward a little 蹲伏
not wanting to wait 不耐煩的
to keep doing something 繼續
feeling shocked or amazed because something unexpected has
happened 驚訝的
to keep doing something 繼續
a large piece of grassland 稀樹草原
to shake with fear 戰慄
to pull away from others 分開
to rub something with the claws 抓
the main part of a tree 樹幹
to push by foce 使推進
to look the same as the surrounding 融⼊
to go away quietly and quickly 溜⾛
the act of focusing on something 注意⼒
the top part of the leg, between the knee and the hip ⼤腿
to look at something or someone with great love and respect 
欣賞

millet (n)
spear (n)
shield (n)
decorate (v)
gazelle (n) 
protect (v)
puff out (phr v)
chest (n)
examine (v) 
anxious (adj)
ahead (adv)
crouch (v) 
impatient (adj) 
carry on (phr v)
surprised (adj)

continue (v)
savannah (n)
shudder (v) 
part (v)
scratch (v)
trunk (n)
drive (v)
blend in (phr v)
slip (v)
attention (n)
thigh (n)
admire (v) 
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a heavy metal object that is dropped into the water to prevent a ship
from moving 錨
an area of low land between hills or mountains ⼭⾕
to chew something noisily ⼤聲咀嚼
hard to believe 難以置信的

a large bird that eats the flesh of dead animals 禿鷲
to suddenly move upwards or downwards in the air 猛撲
to move faster 跑快點

a very small organism that can cause disease 細菌
to make sure something does not happen 避免
a thick liquid produced inside your nose ⿐涕
to force air out through your throat with a loud sound 咳嗽
to have air or small drops of liquid coming suddenly out of your
mouth or nose 打噴嚏

a brightly-coloured seabird ⻆嘴海雀
rising or falling at a sharp angle 陡峭的
a high area of rock with a steep side 懸崖

anchor (n)

valley (n) 
munch (v)
incredible (adj)
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vulture (n) 
swoop (v)
Giddy up! (phr)

36
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germ (n) 
avoid (v) 
snot (n)
cough (v) 
sneeze (v) 
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puffin (n) 
steep (adj)
cliff (n) 

40
40
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to repair something 修補
to talk in a tearful manner 哀訴
something silly or stupid 胡鬧

mend (v)
whine (v)
nonsense (n)
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